LIST OF SPEAKERS
COMMENORATIVE SESSION OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL ON THE OCCASION OF THE SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
12 DECEMBER 2008, 10:00 to 13:15hrs
ROOM XX

1. Chile (on behalf of GRULAC)
2. Cuba (on behalf of the Non-Aligned Movement)
3. Egypt (on behalf of the African Group)
4. Pakistan (on behalf of the Organization of the Islamic Conference)
5. Egypt (on behalf of the Arab Group)
6. La Francophonie
7. European Commission
8. Canada
9. Sri Lanka
10. International Labour Organization
11. China
12. Maldives
13. India
14. Austria
15. Indonesia
16. United Nations Relief and Works Agency
17. Israel
18. Philippines
19. Qatar
20. Sweden
21. Norway
22. New Zealand
23. Holy See
24. Netherlands
25. United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
26. Djibouti
27. Venezuela, Bolivarian Republic of
28. Ghana
29. Turkey
30. Italy
31. Albania
32. Ecuador
33. Chair of the Geneva Group of Commonwealth Ambassadors
34. Thailand
35. Denmark
36. Nepal
37. Republic of Korea
38. Japan
39. Romania
40. Nigeria
41. Palestine
42. International Coordinating Committee of National Institutions for the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights
43. Australia

Due to the large number of inscriptions, delegations are kindly advised that the speaking time limit has been modified to 3 minutes.